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Introduction

Hum,ms are capable of giving plausible answers to questions about spatial interactions among objects when
provided with a diagrammatic depiction of their spatial configurations and motions. Consider the problem posed in figure
1; try to imagine how you will proceed to solve it. Given this particular type of diagrammatic reasoning, it is instructive
to reflect upon what kinds of questions such a reasoning process is capable of answering. It is clearly impossible, by
merely looking at figure 1 without additional metric information or paper-and-pencil calculations, to calculate the
velocity at which the block will move after a predicted collision. On the other hand, we are indeed adept at making
qualitative predictions typified by the following verbal report fragment:

"Well, the rod is going to hit the block, that will make it (the block) slide to the right, and, oh, it will hit that wall;
then everything will stop."

All predictions stated above involve the explicit indication of particular object configurations (e.g., rod hitting
block) at which the evolution of the configuration is about to undergo a change. Each prediction also includes 
directional specification of this predicted change (e.g., the commencement of rightward motion of block). Thus it seems
that questions about configurations of objects that induce qualitative changes in their spatial behaviors, and questions
about directional aspects of such changes can in principle be answered by using a diagrammatic representation. Here we
describe the first version of a computational methodology that is being developed for automating such qualitative
diagrammatic reasoning about spatial behaviors of objects. This methodology is inspired by human performance in
diagrammatic reasoning tasks. The goal is to emulate the functional characteristics of this particular human capability.

Reasoning about Spatial Interactions from Diagrams: A Functional Characterization

We begin with an analysis of human performance in motion prediction problems of the sort in figure 1. The
information provided consists of a diagram that shows the spatial configuration of some objects (all of which are depicted
by simple closed boundaries) and labels (such as wood-block, hinged-iron-rod etc.). An initial motion of one object 
marked with an arrow. The problem is to predict the evolution of the object configuration assuming that an external
force is causing the given initial motion. The first step of problem solving is to note "interesting" regions of the diagram
where objects are in contact. This is part of a visual analysis phase in which visual operations like scanning, attention
shifting, and visual marking are employed. Then, since the problem statement contains an initial motion, the process of
visualizing this motion hegins2. This visualization is also part of the visual analysis phase, except that unlike the
previous step of information retrieval from the diagram, this step involves active visual processing of the object
configuration depicted in the diagram. This visualization, however, can he carded out only up to a point. It stops when
changes in the object configuration due to the visualization result in a new spatial interaction between objects. The

I The full paper is available from the authors upon request.

2A relevant question at this juncture is whether this visualization involves a full internal simulation of the motion. By full internal simulation we
mean a mental process in which one goes through a series of mental stalls each of which corresponds to the object, whose motion is being visualized,
being at con~cutive locations. This is certainly a possibility. Another possibility, especially in cases where a single motion (rather than multiple con-
current motions) is being visualized, is that of motion projection. Motion projection consists of sweeping the extent of the moving object in the direction
of motion inslled of simulating the entire object’s motion in a step-by-step fashion. Either simulation or motion projection can he (and are, in practice)
employed for visualization.
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reason, of course, is that the current visualization is no longer valid because the new interaction can potentially change
the way in which the configuration is evolving. A collision is a good example of such an interaction. We call such
object configurations, examples of which appeared in the previous verbal report, "deliberative states" as they are states of
the problem solving process at which visual strategies by themselves become insufficient for reasoning to proceed.
Deliberative states denote the occurrence of object interactions that can affect the object conliguration’s evolution by
imparting motions to previously stationary objects, arresting current motions, or changing the nature of existing motions.
In order to predict which of these changes, if any, will occur following a deliberative state, deliberation (as distinct from
visualization) is required; hence the name. Changes in inter-object contacts signal a deliberative state. Three types of
changes are possible: (l) the establishment of a new inter-object contact (collision), (2) the removal of a previously
existing inter-object contact, and (3) a change in the nature (point-point, surface-point, or surface-surface) of an existing
inter-object contact. Once a deliberative state is reached the problem solving process moves from the visual analysis
phase to the deliberation phase with the goal of making a prediction about the effect of the object interaction which
signaled the current deliberative state. Humans bring perceptual, conceptual, and experiential knowledge to bear on this
predictive task. Suppose the current deliberative state is one in which a collision has occurred. In order to make a
prediction at this point one requires three types of information. The first is perceptual information about the object
configuration (for exan~ple, the surfaces that came in contact in a collision, direction of motion of the colliding object,
etc.). This information is available from the visualization process that preceded the noticing of a deliberative state. The
second is conceptual information (e.g., is the collided object glued to the surface under itT) which is neither depicted 
nor recoverable from the diagram (discounting annotations). The third is experientially gained predictive knowledge
about how objects behave in the physical world, for example, that a moving rigid object coming into contact with a
stationary rigid object tends to push the stationary one along its direction of motion. We believe that such experiential
knowledge plays a crucial part in the generation of predictions during diagrammatic reasoning. Once a prediction (e.g.,
that a new motion will be imparted to a previously stationary object) is made, the problem solving process switches back
to the visual analysis, until the next deliberative state is noticed. Diagrammatic reasoning in this domain can be carried
out through a repetition of this process. Therefore, four functional stages of diagrammatic reasoning are: visual analysis
of the diagram, visualization of motions, detection of deliberative states, and deliberation for making predictions.

The Computer Model

A process model that shows the over,~l compuiational approach is given in figure 2. The important aspects of any
computer model are its representation scheme, its repertoire of reasoning procedures, and its control strategy. Condensed
descriptions of each of these for the computer model of diagrammatic reasoning follow.

Representation

For any given diagrammatic reasoning problem, there are two types of infommtion that need to be represented.
First, there is perceptual information which includes all that is explicit in the diagram that comes as a part of the
problem specification. Second, there is conceptual information which includes information, such as the identity (block,
table, etc.) and properties (rigid, hinged, etc.) of objects involved, that is part of the problem statement but which is 
pictorially depicted. Besides problem-specific knowledge, the system has to have access also to some computer analogue
of human experienti’,d knowledge alluded to before.

The main issue regarding perceptual information is how to represent diagrams in the computer. Research on
representation for vision (Mart and Nishihara, 1978) and on mental imagery (Tye, 1991) suggest that mental
representations that underlie visual perception and imagery are likely to be hierarchical and descriptive, while
simultaneously supporting depictions (mental images). The representation scheme for diagrams that we have developed
has therefore dual parts. It has a descriptive component in which simple parametrized descriptors are used to represent
object shapes. It also has a depictive component, implemented as a 2-dimensional array in which object shapes are
depicted. The shape descriptors are used to symbolically represent object shapes in the descriptive part and the same
shapes are directly depicted ill the 2-dimensional array as well. Furthermore, the representation is hierarchical reflecting a
whole-and-its-parts scheme in which an object represented using a single shape descriptor and its array depiction at one
level will he represented at the next lower level using multiple shape descriptors and their depictions that correspond to
the ohject’s parts. Thus the diagrammatic representation is a hierarchy in which each level consists of a descriptive part
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made up Of parametrized shape descriptors and a depictive part in the form of a 2-dimensional array. The depictive part
of the represenlation may be viewed as providing a "grounding" for the descriptive part. The use of shape descriptors
together with hierarchical structuring provides compositionality to this scheme. The depiction is displayed on the
computer screen as a bitmap. A labeling scheme of the array elements and pointers from the descriptive part to the array
are used to bidirectionally rink a description with its corresponding depiction. The description and the depiction are two
sides of the same coin, and this representation scheme is therefore a dual one.

Conceptual information about the identities and properties of objects in a problem are represented using frame-like
data structures which are linked to the diagrammatic representation so that the system can go from the diagrammatic
representation of an object to its conceptual properties and vice versa.

The predictive knowledge humans bring to bear upon object interactions during visualization is experientially
acquired, distilled from the experience of interacting with the physical world daily. Furthermore, this knowledge appears
to be organized as abstract schemas or prototypes (Yates et al., 1988). Each schema can potentially be matched with 
large number of actual situations. Thus the requirements on predictive knowledge representation for the computer model
are that it consist of schemas, with each schema containing an abstract description of the class of configurations to which
it applies, conceptual conditions under which it is applicable and the prediction(s) that can be made when it is found 
be applicable to any particular configuration. A representational device called "visual case" is used to encode this sort of
predictive knowledge. Each case has three parts: visual conditions (which, for any particular configuration, are verifiable
from its diagrammatic representation through visual analysis), non-visual conditions (verifiable from conceptual
knowledge), and predicted event(s). For instance, consider the following chunk of predictive knowledge: "a rigid object
resting on a rigid flat surface, when collided by a moving rigid object, will tend to slide in the same direction". The
corresponding visual case has as visual conditions the presence of two objects, one of which is stationary and the other
moving, the occurrence of a collision along a particular direction, and the presence of a flat surface below and in contact
with the stationary object. The non-visual conditions include the rigidity of the objects and the surface, and the contact
between the surface and the stationary object being free. The predicted event is the sliding of the stationary object in the
direction of collision. We have currently developed about sixty such cases that address sliding, rotating, tilting, tumbling,
and falling. Together, these are capable of covering a large number of situations in a kinematics domain of simple
moving and interacting rigid objects.

For clarity of exposition it is convenient to view each case as one separate chunk of predictive knowledge.
However, there are many perceptual and conceptual conditions that are shared among cases. For example, the visual
condition that the stationary object in a pair of interacting objects be supported by a surface below and the non-visual
condition that this object not be rigidly attached to this surface are shared by cases that predict sliding motions and cases
that predict tumbling motions. So, in the diagrammatic reasoning system being implemented conditions of all cases are
represented in a discrimination network. A discrimination network is a graph which has nodes for visual conditions, non-
visual conditions, and predicted events. The entire set of visual cases is represented in the system in a distributed
fashion as a network such that for any condition or event of a case in the set there is exactly one corresponding node in
the network. Conversely, for any condition or event in the network there is at least one visual case which specifies that
condition or event.

Reasoning

Now we turn to the second aspect of the computer model, namely, reasoning procedures. There are two kinds of
procedures: visual procedures and deliberation procedures. Visual procedures operate on the diagrammatic representation
and carry out functions of the visual analysis phase. Deliberation procedures operate on the discrimination network and
carry out functions of the deliberation phase. Some of the visual procedures being implemented are: (1) different types 
scanning procedures (point-to-point, directional, and boundary-following) that operate on the 2-dimensional array, (2)
procedures to shift ’and focus attention on different parts of the diagrammatic representation and thus select those parts of
the representation for further processing, (3) procedures for laying and interpreting visual markers on the array, (4)
procedures to detect inter-object contact and its nature (point-point, point-surface, or surface-surface), (5) procedures 
project and procedures to simulate the motion of an object to see if a deliberative state will occur, and (6) procedures 
transform the diagrammatic representation to reflect a new configuration corresponding to a deliberative state detected
during motion projection or simulation.
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Deliberation during diagrammatic reasoning involves the selection and application of appropriate predictive
knowledge after detecting interactions. The deliberation procedures therefore traverse the discrimination network while
attempting to confirm or disconfirm conditions associated with its nodes until one or more predictions are reached. Then
the feasibility of these predictions (a predicted motion is feasible if it is not obstructed by another object) is verified 
invoking appropriate visual procedures. Finally the diagrammatic representation is marked with the predictions found to
be feasible. These markers guide the next cycle of processing beginning with visual analysis. The structure of the
discrimination network is such that visual conditions will be checked prior to non-visual conditions. Therefore, if the
discrimination network is viewed as a distributed representation of a set of visual cases, the first two steps of the
deliberation procedure (¢aversal and feasibility checking) essentially implement the three stages of case application
(selection of relevant cases based on visual cues, picking applicable ones from among these by using non-visual
conditions, and pruning this set further by a visual verification of the feasibility of their predictions) described in
(Narayanan & Chandrasekaran, 1991).

Control

The third component of the computer model, the control strategy, reflects the process model in figure 2. It can be
summarized as follows. When problem solving begins appropriate visual procedures are invoked to accomplish a visual
analysis of the diagrammatic representation. This is followed by a visualization of the initially given motion until a
deliberative state is reached. Control then switches to the deliberation phase with the goal of making predictions. At this
point zero, one, or more (e.g., a block tilting on its end as well as sliding) motion predictions may be made. Then control
returns to the visual analysis phase, starting the next cycle of reasoning. This time around, visualization of the newly
predicted motion will be carded out, unless no new motions were predicted. In that case, visualization of existing
motions will be done. This cycle repeats until all changes to the object configuration stop (all motions cease), until 
more object interactions get predicted even though motions may he present, or until it is extemally halted.

Related Work

Previous research that is closest to the present work is embodied in the WHISPER program (Funt, 1980). It is also
one of the earliest, as far as we know, computational models of problem solving with diagrammatic representations. It
uses an array to represent diagrams and employs a paraUel-processing retina to scan the array, while a high level
reasoner (HLR) uses these and qualitative physics knowledge to predict motions resulting from object instabilities. There
are many similarities between WHISPER and our system, including the reasoning loop that the HLR goes through and
the use of diagram-based visual operators. Differences include the structure (dual, hierarchical) and role (corresponding
cognitively to an internal representation instead of an extemal one that requires information extraction via a retina) of
diagrammatic representations and the organization and application of predictive knowledge in our system. Morris and
O’Rorke (1991) report on a similar system for diagnosis, comprising a first order logic rule-based reasoner and 
analogue reasoner. Forbus and co-workers (1987) have developed systems that solve qualitative kinematics problems
using a metric diagram representation. Papadias and Glasgow (1991) present a scheme for computational imagery 
which deep descriptive representations are combined with array-based visual and spatial representations, and functions for
constructing, transforming, and accessing images are specified. The emphasis of this work is on specifying a
representational scheme with associated procedures that is expected to be applicable to a variety of problems such as
molecular scene analysis.

There has also been research on the use of so-called analogical representations for reasoning and problem solving.
Sloman (1971) argued for the use of diagrams as analogical representations. This idea is taken further in (Gardin 
Meltzer, 1989; Decuyper & Keymeulen, 1988). In these systems each primitive element of the representation (pixel sets
or cells) corresponds to a processor that "knows" laws of naive (Gardin & Meltzer) or formal (Decuyper & Keymeulen)
physics. The physical phenomenon of interest is literally simulated using a distributed processing paradigm. This
paradigm of building reasoning and physics knowledge directly into the representation is philosoplfically different from
the approaches adopted by us, Funt, Papadias & Glasgow, and Morris & O’Rorke. Lindsay’s geometric reasoning
program (Lindsay, 1989) employs descriptive, frame-like and depictive, array-based representations and visualization
procedures similar to the present work. However, the array functions not only as a diagrammatic representation, but also
as a distributed processor that implements physical constraints. In this respect, this work is closer to the analogical
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paradigm. Fumas (1990) proposes rules for imaginal deduction. These specify transformations on n X n (for small 
pixel groups. His graplfical reasoning system applies such rules repeatedly on a N X N (for large N) pixel array, thereby
transfomling patterns in it. One way to view visual cases are as rules for imaginal prediction, but they are different in
structure and intent from rules for imaginal deduction.
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